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General Context Oil

Despite bearish 
weather conditions, 

European gas storage 
levels have declined to 

37% (from 41% last 
week), an ongoing 

bullish factor
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Global equities have 
recovered over the 

last week on the back 
of strong earnings, 
despite persisting 

downside risks driven 
by inflation and 

tightening of 
financial conditions

The BoE has raised 
interest rates from 

0.25% to 0.50% 
today, in an effort to 

contain spiralling 
inflation, which is 
expected to peak 
above 7% by April 

this year

Oil prices continue to 
hover near their 2014 

high as OPEC + 
agreed to another 

modest output 
increase whilst a 

tense geopolitical 
environment raised 

further concerns 
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Mild and windy conditions across Europe, as well as strong 
LNG deliveries to the continent and the UK, have pushed 
short-term markets down this week, with gas prices for 
March falling by 15%. While longer-dated contracts have 
followed, the ongoing geopolitical tensions and rising coal 
and carbon prices have limited the fall, especially on power. 
Developments in the Russia / Ukraine situation are expected 
to stay in focus in the coming weeks, together with weather 
forecasts, gas storage levels and Asian LNG prices.

Smart energy services for a net zero era.

Temperatures and wind 
generation levels in the 

UK and on the Continent 
are expected to stay well 

above average in the 
coming days

U.S. oil and distillate 
stockpiles fell last 

week as fuel 
demand increased 
to its highest level 
since August 2019, 

further lending 
support to the 
bullish outlook

Both EU and UK 
allowances have made 
new all-time highs this 
week (at €94.94/tonne 

and £87.93/tonne 
respectively) due to 

strong political support
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